FLOW DYNAMICS AND ICE BRIDGE FORMATION IN NARES STRAIT
PATRICIA A. RYAN

Abstract: The freshwater fluxes through the shallow straits of the North American Arctic contribute
to the global climate system. A net flux of freshwater passes from the North Pacific into the North
Atlantic to balance excess precipitation in the Pacific and excess evaporation in the Atlantic.
[Warren 1983], [Aagaard and Camack 1989]
In order to increase understanding of the physical processes affecting the fresh water flux through
this conduit, I propose to study the dynamics of Nares Strait, exploring the characteristics of flow
during periods of free flow and land-fast ice conditions. I will adapt the Regional Ocean Modeling
System (ROMS), a three-dimensional numerical model, with CICE, the Los Alamos community ice
model, forced by winds to explore formation and destruction of ice bridges in Nares Strait.

Figure 1. Regional map of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and northern Greenland.
Enlargement (right) is of Nares Strait. [Jakobsson et al. 2008]
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1. Introduction

Since 2003, an international group of scientists from the United States, Canada, Great Britain,
and Germany have gathered information about the structure of the flow (both water and ice),
seeking to quantify fluxes and their variability at Nares Strait [Münchow et al. 2006], [Münchow
et al. 2007] in order to understand the effects of remote and local forces on the dynamical response
in the channels. They monitored water properties and currents [Münchow et al. 2007], [Münchow
and Melling 2008], [Azetsu-Scott et al. 2010], [Johnson et al. 2011] measured ice fluxes through
satellite-based observations [Samelson et al. 2006], [Kwok et al. 2010], tracked remote and local
forcing of throughflow [Samelson and Barbour 2008], determined water mass origins [Jones et al.
2003], [Münchow et al. 2007], [Alkire et al. 2010], explored bivalve shell records[Torres et al. 2011]
and improved parameterization of Archipelago throughflow and dynamics in Arctic and global
models [Holloway and Wang 2009], [Nguyen et al. 2011]. They began to document changes realized
over the period of the investigation [Münchow et al. 2011] from 2003 through 2009.

2. Personal Motivation

As we were preparing to leave for the 2009 Nares Strait expedition, Dr. Münchow processed MODIS
data to produce pictures of the region. When he put them together to make a movie, it became
obvious that ice could pose a serious risk which might cause cancellation of the eagerly anticipated
cruise. We watched the ice arch that hovered over Nares Strait like a sentinel guarding Arctic ice
from entering the narrow passage. Although these arches are sometimes called ice bridges, this one
truly took on an arch-like appearance as evidenced in Figure 2a. The arch was destined to break as
the summer sun warmed the region, allowing thick Arctic ice to flow through Nares. The later that
collapse occurred, however, the more likely it was that large and dangerous ice floes would be in
the channel just as we were planning to sail through, making navigation and instrument retrieval
treacherous. On July 5, dramatic fissures became visible above the arch; the following week the
arch yielded and Arctic ice began to flow through Nares Strait. Figure 2b shows the strait after
the arch collapse just several days before we were to set sail; substantial quantities of ice are visible
in the channel.
Ultimately, we determined that our August recovery cruise would go forward. Depending on ice
conditions within the strait, the planned science program would be adjusted to provide for the
safety of the ship, the crew and the members of the science team. Aboard the CCGS Henry
Larsen, our home and lab for four weeks, I witnessed an impressive amount of industrious and
creative efforts expended to gather as much data as possible in a truly limited time. I enjoyed
the amazing experience and have thus been bitten by the “bug” of high latitude ocean field work.
My proposed modeling work shall reproduce the physics of ice-ocean interaction such as those
manifested during our 2009 expedition to Nares Strait.
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Figure 2. Images of Nares Strait produced from MODIS satellite data, where warmest
regions are dark blue and cold are white. Image (a.), as of July 4, 2009, shows well-defined
ice arch identifiable in Lincoln Sea. Below that, the deep blue channel is virtually ice free.
Image (b.), as of August 3, 2009, illustrates the region immediately following the collapse
of the arch. Ice (pale blue in the image) flows freely through the strait, primarily along the
western coast.

3. Scientific Motivation
Kwok et al. [2010] asserts that, prior to 2007, a mass of ice spanning the strait, called an ice arch
or bridge, formed each year some time mid to late winter in southern Kane Basin. Approximately
half the time, a second bridge has formed north of Robeson Channel. This bridge, when it forms,
precedes the formation of the more southerly one. These ice formations control Arctic sea ice flow
by halting flow through Nares Strait. “In 2007, no arches were formed. The consequence is a large
outflow that contributed to the recent depletion of thick multi-year sea ice.” According to Kwok
et al. [2010], “the sea ice cover just north of the strait contains some of the thickest sea ice in the
Arctic Basin.”
Rabe et al. [2010] evaluated flow through Nares Strait from the time series of data recorded between 2003 and 2006. The study concentrated on salinity and geostrophic velocities derived from
horizontal pressure gradients measured by a set of instruments spanning a cross section of Kennedy
Channel at 80.5°N. Rates of flux through the strait during free-flow or drifting ice and land-fast ice
conditions were compared. In addition to identifying an increased flux and a "clear difference in
hydrographic structure" during periods of drifting ice as compared to those characterized by land
fast ice, analyses were made on salinity variations that occurred during the study coincident “with
amplified ice export from the Arctic due to strong southward winds.”
Rabe et al. [2011] identifiy a seeming variance from geostrophic flow for the same data set, specifically in the 10-12 km adjacent to Ellesmere Island. In this section of the strait, where ice may
be prone to hug the coast due to geostrophic flow, land fast ice conditions have the potential to
dominate much of the year. If this is so, no slip surface boundary conditions would hold in the
flow adjacent to Ellesmere much longer than the central or eastern zones (see Figure 3). The flow
velocity at the ice-water interface would be zero.
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Figure 3. Schematic of cross-section of channel showing upper layer flow velocity (out of
page) driven by sea-surface slope, η. ρ1 is buoyant water and ρ2 denser water where h(y),
the interface, slopes opposite to the surface so that the lower layer is at rest. y0 is the
distance from the coast (y = 0) at which the thickness of the upper layer vanishes LeBlond
[1980]. Ice added here, along the coast as we find in Nares Strait during periods of free flow
ice results in surface friction.

4. Goals
The primary goal is to use a regional ice-ocean model forced by winds to explore formation and
destruction of ice bridges in Nares Strait. I propose to adapt ROMS, a three-dimensional numerical
ocean model with CICE, the Los Alamos community ice model. Specific hypotheses include:
(1) Small to moderate along-channel poleward wind events (0.5 − 5ms−1 ) persisting for several
tidal cycles during the bridge set-up phase diminish flows in the buoyant surface water
which is a necessary condition for bridge formation.
(2) Extreme along-channel wind events in either direction (> 10ms−1 ) will prevent formation
of the Kane Basin ice bridge.
(3) Ice-bridges form preferentially during neap tides when tidal currents are weak.
(4) Flux through the strait is dominated by remote effects imposed via along-channel SSH
differentials whereas flow structure in the cross section is strongly influenced by local acrosschannel SSH differentials.
In order to test these hypotheses, I plan to perform a number of numerical simulations. Among
these are:
• a tidally driven channel
• a steady state run to be compared to my earlier steady state analytical model for verification
• a simulation demonstrating the break-up of land-fast ice bridges and ice advection through
the channel that will be representative of free-flowing ice conditions in the strait.
5. Preliminary Investigation
I have implemented a Fortran program to simulate flow velocity patterns in a gridded cross section
of the strait located at Kennedy Channel. The code, based on work by Valle-Levinson [2008],
yields a steady-state analytical solution given input parameters of Kelvin and Ekman numbers as
well as the volume of flux through the strait. Bottom depths were measured on one of the CATS
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(Canadian Archipelago Throughflow Study) cruises (Figure 4). Sea surface height data at Alert, in
the north and Foulke Fjord in the south, were used to estimate an along-channel pressure gradient.
The model was run with an assumed 0.7 Sv flux.

Figure 4. Bathymetric profile of Nares Strait at Kennedy Channel looking towards the
north (Ellesmere Island lies to the left and Greenland to the right).

The model is based on linear and steady state along and across channel shallow water momentum
balances:

(1)

− f v = −g

(2)

f u = −g

∂2u
∂η g ∂ρ
+
z + Az 2
∂x ρ ∂x
∂z

∂η g ∂ρ
∂2v
+
z + Az 2
∂y ρ ∂y
∂z

Where x, y, z are along, across and depth distances; u, v are along and across velocities; f is the
Coriolis parameter; g is acceleration due to gravity; η is sea surface height; ρ is density and Az is
vertical eddy viscosity.
The model results, Figure 5, demonstrate the inflow-northward (blue) and outflow-southward (red)
velocities. Figure 5a. was derived with my steady state model assuming a net flux comparable to
that calculated from observations; it illustrates a central mid-depth jet as well as a comparatively
strong jet outflow approaching velocities of 16 cm s−1 close to Ellesmere Island centered near the
200m depth in the water column. Although smaller in magnitude, the position of the intense jet
in the flow structure bears a striking similarity, to observations of currents in Robeson Channel
where Münchow et al. [2007] report a 10 km wide wall-bounded jet with peak speed exceeding 40
cm s−1 with a core lying between the 100 m and 200 m depth (Figure 6).
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Figure 5. Results from two models run for a cross section of Kennedy Channel. Ellesmere
Island is to the left (west) and Greenland to the right (east). Along-channel velocities are
represented by color, outflows (red) are southward, toward Baffin Bay (out of the page).
Image (a.) illustrates the velocities derived from my steady state model assuming a next
flux of 0.7 Sv. Here Ekman Depth is assumed to be 70 m and the Internal Radius of
Deformation 9 km., while Image (b.) shows results of the HYCOM model implemented by
Rasmussen et al. [2011] to calculate summer mean velocities (June, July and August) for
1991-2020.

Figure 6. Along-channel velocity from observations of a section across Robeson Channel.
Ellesmere Island is on the left, Greenland on the right. Dark shades indicate negative, that
is, southward flow. Münchow et al. [2007]

Rasmussen et al. [2011] used the HYCOM model to study Nares Strait and provided output for the
location in Kennedy Channel to coincide with observational results of Rabe et al. [2010]. Figure
5b. shows the along-channel velocities obtained for that cross-section. The summer season was
chosen here for comparison as my model is run with no consideration for ice. Examining these
two models, I find that my steady state model and Rasmussen’s application of the HYCOM model
differ. The former identifies an intensified southward flow at the western boundary, while the latter
shows the only northward flow of the cross section at that location. Although smaller in magnitude
than geostrophic velocities derived by Rabe et al. [2010] this second strong jet agrees in location
with the findings of "a second jet [which] develops adjacent to the Ellesmere coast during mobile
ice regimes." Rabe et al. [2011]
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Rabe et al. [2010] found the most intense three year mean geostrophic velocities adjacent to
Ellesmere Island (Figure 7a). Comparing these velocities with those of the models, the observational findings at this location more closely align with the steady state model.
Figure 7b illustrates that the geostrophic flow near this coast increases by approximately 30 cm
s−1 over the 3 year period. This might suggest that the HYCOM model is a reasonable representation of the earliest part of Rabe’s study and the steady state model is compatible with later
flow regime. Yet, neither fully resolve the qualitative change of the observed geostrophic velocity
distribution.

Figure 7. Geostrophic velocity estimates from 2003-2006 density data for a cross section
of Kennedy Channel. Ellesmere Island is to the left (west) and Greenland to the right
(east). Image (a.) shows the 3-year mean geostrophic velocity section in cm s−1 . Black
crosses denote the instrument record-mean positions. Positive values denote flow to the
south (out of the page). A reference velocity of 0.04 m s−1 from the lateral and time-mean
ADCP data is used as a level of known motion at 200 m. The surface-intensified flows on
the Ellesmere Island side and in the middle of the strait are most pronounced with values
of up to 0.20 and 0.14 m s−1 , respectively. Rabe et al. [2010]. Image (b.) illustrates rate
of change of geostrophic velocity over three years [m s−1 /3years] with contour interval 0.05
m s−1 /3 years. Black triangles denote mid-point between two density profiles; the vertical
resolution is one meter. The thicker isoline denotes zero change. Rabe et al. [2011]

6. Method
Three-dimensional numerical models, capable of applying the laws of physics to known initial conditions enable us to predict future conditions, the extraordinary "expense" inherent to exploration
of such a remote region can perhaps be leveraged to yield further insights into the dynamics of the
region, its sensitivity and/or contribution to potential climate change. Holland et al. [2007] evaluated ten models participating in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth
Assessment Report and found that only two of them were able to demonstrate flux through the
CAA due to minimal spatial resolution constraints. Neither of these demonstrated ice transport.
Holland et al. [2007] concludes that the lack of an opening in most of the models is problematic and
will influence the simulated freshwater transports in other regions. Furthermore, the flux demonstrated by each of the models with an open CAA pathway is less than half the volume indicated by
observations. A regional model with atmospheric forcing and coupled ice model that supports much
finer spatial resolution may provide a clearer and more accurate representation of this minimally
explored region.
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6.1. Ocean Model Selection.
6.1.1. The ROMS Model. This application is a free-surface, terrain-following model based on primitive equations. The momentum equations as defined by Song and Haidvogel [1994] are:

(3)

∂u
∂φ
∂
∂u
+ ~v · ∇u − f v =
−
(KM
) + Fu + Du
∂t
∂x ∂z
∂z

(4)

∂v
∂φ
∂
∂v
+ ~v · ∇v − f u =
−
(KM ) + Fv + Dv
∂t
∂y
∂z
∂z

∂v ∂w
where ~v = (u, v, w) are velocities, ∇ = ( ∂u
∂x , ∂y , ∂z ), f is the Coriolis parameter (for Nares Strait,
this is approximately 1.44 x 10−4 s−1 ), φ(x, y, z, t) is dynamic pressure (P/ρ0 ), KM is vertical eddy
viscosity, F is a forcing term and D a horizontal viscosity term (each in the relative directions).
Density, ρ, is a function of salinity, temperature and pressure. The hydrostatic pressure equation
is:

ρg
∂φ
=
∂z
ρ0

(5)
and the equation of continuity:

(6)

∂u ∂v ∂w
+
+
=0
∂x ∂y
∂z

The time evolution of a scalar concentration (for example temperature or salinity), C, is defined
by the equation:

(7)

∂C
∂
∂C
+ ~v · ∇C = − (KC
) + FC + DC
∂t
∂z
∂z

where K is vertical eddy diffusivity, F is forcing and D is horizontal diffusivity terms for the scalar
C.
The ROMS horizontal spatial discretization grid is based on the Arakawa C-grid technique (Figure
8). The density (ρ - shown), free-surface elevation, and active/passive tracers are located at the
center of the cell, whereas the horizontal velocity (u and v) are located at the west/east and
south/north edges of the cell, respectively. This spatial staggering technique has the effect of using
a finer horizontal spatial resolution without increasing the processing resources required. Vertically,
the discretization is an S-coordinate, terrain-following grid (Figure 9). Temporal discretization in
ROMS is split between a fast (barotropic) and slow (baroclinic) mode. This allows for optimization
of computer resources with smaller time steps for quickly changing aspects of the system and longer
steps for the more slowly evolving ones [Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2009].
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Figure 8. ROMS Arakawa C-grid diagram. ROMS [2011]

Figure 9. Vertical grid scheme in ROMS. Called the S-coordinate discretization grid, each
column of the x,y plane projected down through depth has the same number of z grids,
however average z gridsize varies according to the depth of the water at each x,y location.
Enhanced resolution can be defined at the surface or floor at the discretion of the modeler.
Shchepetkin and McWilliams [2005]

I have concluded that utilizing the ROMS numerical ocean modeling application to examine the
dynamics operating in Nares Strait is the best choice to accomplish my research goals. The regional
model permits Arctic to Baffin Bay throughflow and allows flexibility in inputs/outputs (including:
MatLAB, Fortran, NetCDF and Xcoast). It supports the fine resolution required by the 35 km
narrowest width of Nares Strait. It is scalable to many processors (parallelization) to handle a
realistically complex system while also allowing for focus on a simplified/idealized model. ROMS,
written in Fortran has been coupled with an ice model [Budgell 2005] and its user community is
large and supportive.
6.2. Selection of Ice Model . An additional consideration, particularly in the Arctic region, is
the presence of ice on the surface of the sea. Modeling this ice is critical to describing Nares Strait
where ice can be either free-flowing or land-fast. It can be in a growing phase during the cold dark
winter or melting as the summer sun’s radiation melts it. This ice production/dissolution process
is complex, fundamental to the study, and not an intrinsic component of the ocean model. Ice
conditions will be derived by a coupled dynamic/thermodynamic ice model. For this purpose, I
plan to use the Los Alamos CICE (Community Ice CodE) model, which is comprised of thermodynamic, dynamic and transport components. The fundamental equation solved by CICE is
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∂κ
∂
= − (γκ) + ψ − ∇~ · (κu)
∂t
∂h

where γ is the rate of thermodynamic ice growth, κ is the ice thickness distribution function, ψ
∂
∂
is a ridging distribution function, ∇~ = ( ∂x
, ∂y
) and u is the horizontal ice velocity [Hunke and
Lipscomb 2010]. Similar to ROMS, two time steps can be implemented to allow for efficient use of
resources. CICE allows the dynamics, advection and ridging portion of the code to be run with a
shorter time step, than that for thermodynamics.
CICE is designed to be coupled with other models by exchanging data via a flux coupler as outlined
in Table 1. In this case, atmospheric data provided by an independently run model will be used
as surface forcing, accommodation for the fact that this will not be fully coupled may need to be
made.

Table 1. Data exchanged between CICE and coupled atmospheric and ocean models via
the flux coupler Hunke and Lipscomb [2010]

6.3. Definition of Domain. To explore the dynamics of Nares Strait, the model’s domain should
begin above the entrance to the strait, utilizing external data forcing at the boundaries. I intend
to define the region with a northern boundary in the Lincoln Sea (at 83.5°N) in order to fully
include that area where the upper ice bridge typically forms. To include the entirety of Nares
Strait through Qaanaaq, (at 77.28°N), the domain will be bounded at the south by 76°N. Upon
implementation, the model should identify flow velocities at multiple depths along the length of the
Strait. In order to do this, the external forces that influence the flow must be well-defined.
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6.4. Initial Conditions. The model runs will be initiated at the period of minimum ice during
the year prior to the date that the first instruments were placed in 2003. This will provide for a
spin up period of several months allowing the model to acquire ice through process rather than
application. Initial ice conditions will be set from remote sensing image data to estimate percent
of coverage.
6.5. Boundary Conditions.
6.5.1. Tides. The earth is subject to the influence of gravitational effects of celestial bodies resulting
in tides. Tidal models exist to provide this deterministic process. The arctic tidal model devised
by Padman and Erofeeva [2004] will be used.
6.5.2. Bathymetry. To model the ocean, one needs to define the bottom. This boundary exerts a frictional force and sloping variations can impact the ocean’s movement proximate to the
ocean floor. The International Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic Ocean (IBCAO) as documented
in Jakobsson et al. [2008] will be utilized with additional unpublished data from 2003 and 2009
bottom surveys.
6.5.3. Surface. Finally, the sea is influenced by the surface boundary, that is the interface with the
atmosphere. This surface absorbs short wavelength radiance of the sun, releases long wavelength
heat into the atmosphere and is impacted by wind stress. The surface itself varies in height.
Precipitation and evaporation is manifest though this upper boundary as well.
The unique geometry of Nares Strait, where steep cliffs on both coasts form an atmospheric channel
characterized by strong along-channel wind events, leads me to seek meteorologic data which can
adequately match those actually realized. “The narrow, steep channel and frequent large alongstrait [atmospheric] pressure gradients combine to generate a unique meteorological environment
that is predisposed toward extreme, persistent wind events. These winds may play an important
role in the ice and freshwater balance of the Arctic Ocean.” [Samelson and Barbour 2008] Atmospheric data for the Nares Strait region including pressure, temperature and wind velocity are
available through an Oregon State University website: http://hce.oce.orst.edu/ cmet/nares/nares
_home.htm which provides data at 6 km resolution. The model, run once each day in a forecast
mode, will provide atmospheric data for the simulations.
6.5.4. Ice. Along the open boundaries, estimates of contemporaneous ice presence will be required.
External ice estimates for coverage and thickness will be obtained for the boundary region. This
data will be integrated with the model in an appropriate fashion.
6.6. Grid Resolution.
6.6.1. Horizontal. The dimensions of Nares Strait, most significantly the width (less than 50 km),
dictate a model that will allow for fine horizontal spatial resolution. A 1 km grid may be sufficient
to resolve the fundamental scale of motion associated with the internal Rossby Radius, which has
been stated to be between 5 and 10 km Münchow et al. [2007]. Incorporating remote sensing derived
information regarding ice presence at the boundaries, I will verify calculated ice values in the strait
for model validation. These data are available at 1km resolution from MODIS. The atmospheric
data is provided at 6 km resolution and adaptation of that data will be made, assuming a linear
distribution of wind velocity, temperature and atmospheric pressure between model points to match
the gridding of our domain.
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6.7. Time Step. ROMS supports a split-explicit time step technique to optimize computational
resources. Observations were recorded with as large as 3 hour time steps. For model runs, spatial resolution will dictate time step requirements to meet Courant-Friedrichs-Levy stability criteria.
7. Final Thoughts
Recently, there have been changes to long-standing patterns of ice conditions in both the Arctic
and Nares Strait. Heretofore, each winter there was a prolonged period during which a land-fast
ice bridge spanned the strait south of Kennedy Channel preventing all flux of ice southward. The
ice in Nares Strait became land-fast. As a result, ice remained in the Arctic and built into thicker
multi-year ice. As we entered the 21st century, however, we have seen a year in which this annual
blockage failed to manifest as well as one in which it lasted only two months [Kwok et al. 2010].
The result has been increased annual ice flux in these years, reducing the amount of ice allowed to
reside in the Arctic Ocean to thicken as multi-year ice. We have recently seen historically low values
for summer minimum ice extent [Stroeve et al. 2008] (the only source of next year’s multi-year ice).
The diminishing thick ice [Kwok et al. 2009] may be a requisite building block for future Kennedy
channel ice bridges.
It is not fully understood as to why the seasonal characteristics of Nares Strait have changed.
Knowledge of the physical impacts of individual components at play may be gained by exploring the
ocean/ice/atmosphere dynamics operating in the strait. Among these are freshwater input, albedo
effects, atmospheric temperature and surface wind effects (both remote and local). Understanding
these mechanisms and their interactions can lead to a better understanding of the potential for an
ice free Arctic as perhaps an early harbinger of climate change. I hope to study these dynamics
with the ROMS model coupled to CICE. Towards unraveling this puzzle, I plan to use the known
information about the region to identify conditions for ice bridge formation.
Critical to implementation of the model will be insuring that the simulations are able to represent
the physics of the region and that integrity is maintained in the coupling of the three model
components: ice, ocean and atmosphere. “Throughout their short history, coupled models have
faced difficulties that have considerably impeded their development, including: (i) the initial state
of the ocean is not precisely known; (ii) a surface flux imbalance (in either energy, momentum or
fresh water) much smaller than the observational accuracy is enough to cause a drifting of coupled
GCM simulations into unrealistic states; and (iii) there is no direct stabilising feedback that can
compensate for any errors in the simulated salinity.” IPCC [2007]
The Canadian Arctic Through-flow Study (CATS) team collected data from 2003 through 2009
and possibly beyond. These data contain a wealth of information about the conditions in the
strait during summer and winter. The information gathered will provide insight into aspects of the
strait to verify my simulations of physical processes in Nares Strait that coincide with, and more
importantly precede, the bridge forming versus failing to form.
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